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ABSTRACT Quantitative modeling indicates that, in presynaptic terminals, the intracellular calcium concentration
profile during inward calcium current is characterized by discrete peaks of calcium immediately adjacent to the calcium
channels. This restriction of intracellular calcium concentration suggests a remarkably well specified intracellular
architecture such that calcium, as a second messenger, may regulate particular intracellular domains with a great
degree of specificity.
INTRODUCTION
Changes in cytosolic calcium ionic concentration
([Ca+] j) have been proposed as regulating a multitude of
basic cellular functions (1). Most of these hypotheses are
based on correlations of cellular responses with either
changes of extracellular calcium concentration ([Ca + ] ,),
total transmembrane calcium fluxes ('Ca), or cytosolic bulk
([Cat+]j), all of which lack the sufficient detailed spatial
and temporal information of local [Ca]+i to address
issues of cell biological or biochemical mechanism. In
making these correlations, it is often overlooked that Ca++
influxes may be limited to specific regions of the cell
surface (as has been shown in muscles [2], neuronal
dendrites [3, 4], presynaptic terminals [5-7], paramecia
[8-10] and growth cones [4, 11-14]). Furthermore, at a
finer level calcium channels are the specialized sites for the
voltage-dependent transmembrane calcium influx and thus
ICa does not flow uniformly across the surface membrane
even at those sites. Unfortunately, present experimental
techniques cannot resolve changes of [Ca"++ i in the submi-
cron or submicrosecond level and thus mathematical mod-
eling is the only approach presently available to address
this important problem. The goal of the model presented
here is to determine the spatial and temporal limits of the
changes in [Ca"] i near the internal surface of the presy-
naptic terminal membrane of the squid giant synapse
during calcium influx and transmitter release.
We have chosen to focus on the role of calcium in
transmitter release not only because of the significance of
calcium in synaptic transmission but because depolariza-
tion release coupling can serve as a model for examining
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the physiological significance of localized [Ca"+]i changes
in other systems.
In the squid giant synapse the presynaptic ICa can be
measured with a time resolution of tens of microseconds
(15-18), while the postsynaptic current can be simulta-
neously monitored (19), with similar temporal resolution,
as an indicator of transmitter release (20, 21). An unam-
biguous correlation has been demonstrated between the
time course and amplitude of the presynaptic ICa and the
postsynaptic response (15, 17, 22, 23). However, the corre-
lation between measurements of presynaptic [Ca+ + i with
calcium-sensitive dyes and the postsynaptic response is less
clear (17, 24).
Our model examines the microscopic distribution of
[Ca+ +]i during calcium influx and the relationship
between changes of [Ca"+]i and transmitter release. This
approach to modeling ionic gradients differs from previous
models in two respects: (a) It is formulated in the micro-
scopic domain and examines the calcium concentration
within hundreds of Angstroms of the membrane. (b) It is
based on the well-documented view that calcium entry
occurs through distinct channels that are independently
gated as a probabilistic function of voltage.
Three main predictions arise from the numerical solu-
tion of the modeling equations: (a) The opening of calcium
channels results in spatially restricted large peaks of
calcium concentration. (b) Steady state concentration of
the peaks is achieved very rapidly relative to the open time
of the channels. (c) A complex relationship exists between
the magnitude of the membrane depolarization and the
[Ca+ ]i change, the greatest local concentration changes
occurring for the smallest depolarizations from resting
potential.
These computed profiles for [Ca]+i were incorporated
into a general model for transmitter release (22). Release
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was considered vesicular (25) and was modeled as a
probabilistic function of [Cal+]i. The results obtained
with the above assumptions were then contrasted with
experimental observations. The results obtained from the
model predict that: (a) Calcium entry is primarily
restricted to within the radius of an average synaptic
vesicle. (b) The nonlinear properties of transmitter deple-
tion may be explained by the effects of transmembrane
voltage on the distribution of calcium influx. (c) Modeling
transmitter release as a nonlinear function of submem-
brane [Ca++] can result in predictions that are not consis-
tent with experimental findings. (d) Nonlinearities
between calcium influx and the rate of transmitter release
can be adequately modeled by either (i) the effect of
transmembrane voltage on synaptic transmitter depletion
or (ii) by assuming that two or more channels adjacent to a
vesicle must be simultaneously open to effectuate vesicular
release.
The results of the model correlate well with the physio-
logical consequences of calcium entry at the squid synapse
and provide a consistent parsimonius description of some of
the physiological events triggered by calcium ions. Fur-
thermore, the extreme compartmentalization of the
changes of [Ca+ ]i during the opening of a calcium
channel predicted here, and the aggregation of the chan-
nels into strategically located hot spots, suggests that
whenever calcium is an essential trigger the precise local-
ization of its entry may be as important as its magnitude.
Finally, the nonlinearities between ICa and [Ca +]i must
ultimately be incorporated in the analysis of the functional
role of calcium conductances in all cell types when calcium
is suspected of functioning other than as a simple charge
carrier. A preliminary note on this research has been
published by S. M. Simon, M. Sugimori, and R. R. Llinas
(26).
METHODS AND RESULTS
The description of the three-dimensional diffusion of calcium entering
through a single open channel has been approached with three different
numerical techniques: (a) treating the calcium as diffusing through a
series of concentric hemispheric shells. (b) reducing the spherical diffu-
sion equation
bQ(r,t)16t = Dca x (2/r x bC(r,t)/&r + 62C(r,t)/6r2)
from three to one spatial dimension by substituting U (r,t) = r x C (r,t)
bU(r,t)1bt = DCa x 62U(r,t)lbr2,
where C(r,t) is the calcium concentration as a function of time (t) and
distance (r) from the channel pore and Dc. is the diffusion coefficient for
calcium (6.0 x 10-6 cm2/s). (c) Modeling the calcium as being injected
into one compartment of a three-dimensional Cartesian matrix.
The first two approaches utilized an implicit numerical iteration
scheme (27, 28). An explicit iteration was used for the three-dimensional
diffusion matrix. To assess the robustness of the results the size of both the
temporal and spatial steps were varied from 10-" to 10-8 s and 1 to 25 A,
respectively. All approaches assumed that the flux per channel (J) was a
decreasing function of membrane depolarization from rest as given by
Llinas et al. (16). The maximum elementary current of the channel was
taken to be 0.1-0.5 pA in the presence of 10 mM [Ca++]o. The values
given by this expression are close in magnitude to recent measurements of
single calcium channel fluxes (29). As an additional test the results of the
above approaches were compared with an analytical solution for three-
dimensional diffusion
C(r,t) = 4 2.0x1r xFAR x JCa x erfc (2r.0 a) (1)
where FAR is the faraday and erfc is the complementary error function.
The model incorporated calcium buffer within each compartment with
variable buffer concentration, mobility, stoichiometry, and rate con-
stants
kf
n * [Ca++]i + [Buffer]- [Buffer . nCa],
kb
(2)
where Buffer-nCa is the concentration of bound calcium-buffer com-
plex.
To obtain the results presented, we used a buffer with n = 1, kf = 108
mol/s, kd = (kb/kf) = 10-7 to 10-6 M, a Buffer concentration of 0-500
mM, although 50 gM was used most frequently (30), and a diffusion
coefficient of 10-' cm2/s (31).
We have used buffering constants measured in the squid axon (30),
although it has been suggested that there may be a higher degree of
buffering in the presynaptic terminal (32).
Spatial and Temporal Distribution of
[Ca"+]i during the Opening of a
Single Channel
A three-dimensional isoconcentration surface of the cal-
cium concentration during a channel opening is plotted in
Fig. 1 A. The steady state [Ca]+i in the two-dimensional
plane immediately under the membrane is plotted as a
function of distance from the channel pore for depolariza-
tions of 35 mV (Fig. 1 C) and 65 mV (Fig. 1 D). A cross
section is plotted in Fig. 1 B (blue line) and superimposed
is the steady state calcium distribution in the presence of a
saturable, mobile buffer for calcium (orange bars). The
presence of a nonmobile buffer has no effect on the steady
state distribution of [Ca+ +] j.
The transient and steady state [Ca"+]i after the opening
of the channel are plotted for 500 A from the pore (Fig.
2 A) and for 50 ,um from the pore (Fig. 2 B). Over the first
few hundred angstroms from the channel pore the concen-
tration is close to steady state within a microsecond of
channel opening. Following channel closing, if it is
assumed that the calcium concentration decrease is due to
diffusion, the peaks of [Ca"]+1 near the channel disappear
in <1 ,us (Fig. 2 C). However, the submicromolar shifts
dissipate only after seconds (Fig. 2 D).
We next evaluated the maximal possible rise of free
calcium during continuous calcium entry. Here it was
assumed that (a) the preterminal has a finite volume
unlike the model previously discussed that assumed an
infinite volume; (b) the membrane lacked transmembrane
pumps for the removal of calcium; and (c) the ICa was 200
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FIGURE 1 Steady state distribution of cytosolic calcium ([Ca++Ji) following the opening of a calcium channel. (A) A 10 UM
isoconcentration surface for [Ca+ + ]i. (B) The [Ca+ + ] ias a function of distance from the pore in the absence of a buffer (solid orange line) and
in the presence of a mobile buffer for calcium (bars). The [Ca" ] i in the two-dimensional surface immediately under the membrane is plotted
for depolarizations of (C) 35 mV and (D) 65 mV from a resting potential of -70 mV.
nA per terminal (150 ,uA/cm2, the maximum ICa measured
during a pulse). The magnitude and time course of the
average [Ca"+ ]i is illustrated in Fig. 2 E in the presence of
100, 200, and 500 ,uM buffer for calcium. Under these
conditions the time course of [Ca"]i is substantially
slower than the time to peak of calcium concentration at
the membrane and the concentrations are accordingly
substantially smaller. Thus, the assumption that the termi-
nal may be considered as of infinite volume is only
applicable for time periods of milliseconds or shorter. This
assumption is made more useful by further assuming the
presence of either buffering systems for calcium or trans-
membrane calcium pumps.
Changes of Cytosolic [Ca++] are Not
Linear with Macroscopic ICa
The results illustrated above demonstrate that [Cal+]i in
the vicinity of the calcium channel is proportional to the
calcium flux through a single channel (J) (see Fig. 1 C,D)
that decreases with depolarization from rest (15, 16).
Models, which assume that [Ca +]i is proportional to the
total calcium influx (33-35), predict that [Ca++]i at the
membrane increases with increasing depolarization from
rest. However, Ica is determined by two factors, J and the
number of open channels. [Ca +]i at the membrane is
primarily determined by J; thus, increasing the membrane
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FIGURE 2 Transient and steady state [Ca++] after calcium channel opening. In (A) plot for the first 500 A and in (B) for the first 50 gm
from the channel. Calcium concentration within a few hundred Angstroms of the channel reaches a steady state within microseconds. [Ca +] i
after channel closing was calculated with the assumption that the [Ca"+ i decreased only as result of diffusion. The results are plotted in (C)
for the first 500 A and in (D) for the first 50 Am from the channel. The large peaks of [Ca++] disappear within microseconds. (E) Maximal
increase of average [Ca"+ ]; during long depolarizations assuming a finite volume with no active calcium extrusion. The terminal was assumed
to have a buffer for calcium with a Kd of 10-6M and a concentration of 100 IAM (orange line), 200,gM (blue line) or 500 ,uM (pink line).
polarization from -70 to - 1O mV increases macroscopic
ICa but decreases the [Ca++]i under each open channel.
Submembrane [Ca+ + ] under an Active
Zone of 900 Channels
The largest calcium flux experimentally determined occurs
during the tail current that follows membrane repolariza-
tion from a large depolarizing pulse that has opened a large
percentage of the calcium channels. In the presence of 10
mM [Ca"+], the largest ICa measured is -5 pA/Am2. If
each channel is assumed to carry a maximum current of
0.5 pA (29) this would correspond to - 10 channels/gIm2 or
1.5 million channels in a typical preterminal. If the calcium
channels are assumed to be spread evenly over the presy-
naptic terminal, then their average separation would be
1,000 A.
Neither the density nor the distribution of calcium
channels is known for the presynaptic terminal of the
squid. Nevertheless, freeze-fracture replicas of the presyn-
aptic membrane have revealed the presence of - 1.5 million
membrane-bound particles of larger than average size per
terminal that form an integral part of the active zone.
These particles are aggregated in 1 gim2 circular patches
with a 380 A separation between particles and have been
proposed to represent the calcium channels (6).
To examine the potential effects of concentrating the
calcium channels together on submembranous [Ca++]i,
our model encompassed 80 active zones each with 900
channels having an interchannel spacing of 300 A (i.e.,
slightly more compact than the particles at the active
zone). Each channel was modeled as an individual that
could randomly open or close. Whether a particular chan-
nel shifted from one kinetic state to another depended on
both the electric field across the membrane and a number
called from a random number table. The modeling tests
presented here utilized a six-state (five subunit) kinetic
model (15, 16). The intracellular space was modeled as a
large three-dimensional rectangular matrix. The bottom
surface was adjacent to the plasma membrane with cal-
cium channels localized at regular intervals. If a calcium
channel was open during a particular time step, then
calcium was added to the box immediately under the
channel. This allowed the presence of nonlinear buffers
and an examination of the potential interaction of calcium
entering from different channels. It also allowed the intro-
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duction of anisotropies in the diffusion regime due to
membrane effects such as surface charges, or membrane-
bound calcium pumps.
The largest flux per open channel and resulting local
increase in [Ca++]i was found for small depolarizations.
Under these conditions there was a very low probability for
channel opening and the average distance between open
channels was relatively large. Larger membrane depolari-
zations, while increasing the probability of a channel
opening, reduced the calcium flux and local [Ca++]i. This
minimized the overlap of calcium entering from adjacent
channels. Thus, at smaller depolarizations the changes of
[Ca++]i are restricted to a few sites. At larger depolariza-
tion the changes of [Ca++]i are smaller but distributed
over more of the inner membrane surface. A model of the
distribution of the [Ca++]i underneath an active zone
consisting of 900 channels spaced 300 A from each other
predicted some overlap of steady state calcium in the
absence of calcium buffers in the cytosol (Fig. 3 A).
Increasing the amplitude of the membrane depolarization
greatly increased ICa and filled in the space between the
peaks of submembranous [Ca++]i. Indeed while Ic. for a
60 mV depolarization was 17-fold greater than Ica for a 30
mV depolarization, the peak submembranous [Ca" ]i was
smaller, i.e., peak submembranous [Ca"+]i decreased with
greater depolarizations. Conditions that decreased the
overlap of calcium between channels such as introducing a
mobile calcium buffer (Fig. 3 B) or increasing the distance
between channels further accentuated the inverse relation
between depolarization and peak local [Ca"++.
Comparison with the Results
of Previous Models
These results differ from those of previous works in two
respects. First, they indicate a much greater degree of
localization of the calcium concentration change. Second,
they indicate that the presence of a buffer has no effect on
the steady state distribution of intracellular calcium near
the entry point. The differences between these and previous
results can be attributed to a number of assumptions, made
by previous authors, that we believe have been inappro-
priately used. (a) Many authors have assumed that the
calcium enters diffusely through the membrane (31, 33,
36-38). This eliminates the discrete peaks of high concen-
tration that become obvious when modeling calcium entry
through individual channels in the membrane (Fig. 3).
(b) It has been assumed that the magnitude and time
course of the microscopic calcium entry parallels macro-
scopic conductance change (31, 33, 36-38). This ignores
the almost inverse relationship between the voltage
dependence of calcium channel activation and calcium
entry per open channel. Indeed, as the membrane is
depolarized, more channels open but there is also a drastic
decrease in the driving force for calcium entry. Since we
have taken these parameters into account, the relation
between macroscopic calcium currents and the macro-
scopic calcium concentration changes derived in the pres-
ent work differ quite substantially from that of previous
studies. (c) Some authors have quantified the submem-
brane changes of calcium concentration by assuming that
"accumulation of intracellular Ca++ can be calculated
from the time integral of ICa, which is directly related to
net Ca"+ entry through Faraday's constant, F. Dividing
by the effective intracellular volume (i.e., the volume to
which the Cal+ is restricted upon entering) yields the
increment in concentration (see ref. 39, page 292). When
a membrane is depolarized by a 20-ms voltage pulse, their
model predicts a resulting submembrane calcium change
that is double that elicited by a 10-ms depolarization.
This approach ignores two essential points. Once the
calcium enters the cell it diffuses away and thus the
concentration does not build up indefinitely immediately
under the membrane. Second, during the time period of
their pulses, channels are continuously opening and clos-
ing, but the concentration under any individual channel
can only increase during the time period that it is open.
(d) Most authors have used an analysis of diffusion into a
buffered medium that was suggested by Crank (see ref.
40, page 327). If it is assumed that calcium buffering
occurs instantaneously (kf and kb in Eq. 2 are infinitely
large) to an unsaturable buffer with an equilibrium
constant kd, then the diffusion equation
bC/5t = DCV2C (3)
can be rewritten as
bC/6t = DaV2C,
where D' (the apparent diffusion coefficient)
DPa = Dca/(1 + kb/kf).
However, some of the assumptions underlying this
approach are questionable. First, the model predicts large
peaks of calcium concentration. Since the buffers for
calcium are not of infinite concentration it is possible that
the calcium locally saturates the buffer. Second, buffering
is a biochemical reaction which, of necessity, must be
diffusion limited. Therefore, we question the utility of
assuming that the buffering is infinitely fast relative to the
time period of the diffusion. Furthermore, the use of
numerical iteration requires the use of very small distances
within which the calcium concentration is assumed to be
equilibrated. Over the 2-5 A distances used for the com-
partments in our model the calcium diffusion cannot be
considered slow relative to the time course of buffering.
Finally, this approach suggested by Crank has been
utilized to yield a number of results that are equivocal. The
analytical solution for the diffusion equation in spherical
dimensions (Eq. 1) is the product of two terms; the first
half represents the steady state distribution of the sub-
stance and the second half (the complementary error
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FIGURE 3 Steady state distribution of [Ca +Ii in the two-dimensional surface under an active zone with 900 channels. The channels were
assumed to be packed in a rectangular matrix with an interchannel spacing of 300 A. With increasing depolarization, from a resting potential
of - 70 mV, the probability of a channel opening increased and the flux per open channel decreased as given by Llinas et al. (15). (A) In the
absence of a buffer for calcium, the [Ca++]i is plotted for depolarizations to 20, 45, 70, and 95 mV from the resting potential. (B) In the
presence of a mobile buffer for calcium, the [Ca++] i is plotted for depolarizations to 20, 45, 70, and 95 mV.
function term) the time period for the substance to reach
its steady state. Some authors (33) have used values for B
as large as 40. According to their results, in the steady
state, the calcium concentration declines over distance
much more gradually (1/41st the rate) in the presence of
buffer. Furthermore, by decreasing the apparent diffusion
constant (by increasing the buffer concentration) they
actually increase the magnitude of the calcium concentra-
tion change. Both predictions indicate that there are
serious problems with this approach.
If we rewrite Eq. 3 to allow for the presence of a buffer
and a source of calcium at the origin, S.,, then the change
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of calcium due to diffusion is:
bC/tt = Dc, V2C + SO,t + kfC Buf - kbCa * buf,
where C is the calcium ion concentration, SO t is a source of
calcium at the origin of time t, Buf is the unbound buffer
concentration and Ca * Buf is the concentration of bound
calcium and buffer.
Using the assumptions presented by Crank, the solution
can be expressed in a form in which the diffusion constant
Dca is reduced to Dca where
Dia = Dca/(1 + kb/kf).
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FIGURE 3 Continued.
However, the source term, SO,, must also be reduced to SO,
where
Sot = So,1/(1 + kb/kf).
Therefore, Eq. 1, the solution to the spherical diffusion
equation, can be rewritten as
C(r,t) = 2.0 x I xx S x, r erfc ( r
4.0 xirxFARxD'ax r \2.0ID xt/
However, the terms S,t/D'a = Sot/Dca and therefore the
solution for the diffusion equation in the presence of a
buffer can be written as
Cr,t) = 2.0 x IO' x S e,, f(erf r
-4.0 xirxFAR xDcax r ~2.0 ID-x t
Thus, the presence of a buffer will increase the time
period for the substance to reach its steady state (reduce
the value of the apparent diffusion constant in the second
half of the equation). However, it does not affect the value
of the diffusion constant in the first half of the equation
and thus does not affect the steady state distribution of
[Ca"+];. However, most authors seem to have reduced the
apparent diffusion constant in both parts of the equation.
Therefore they have predicted a change in the steady state
distribution.
Transmitter Release is Best Modeled by a
Linear Function of [Ca +]
The release of transmitter was modeled as a probabilis-
tic function of the submembrane [Ca++]" where n was
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varied from 1.0 to 4.0. Because the locus for calcium's
action in transmitter release is unknown, [Ca++]i was
assumed to act (a) anywhere immediately under the active
zone; (b) only directly between the channels; and (c)
anywhere other than under the channels; or (d) the
average calcium under a vesicle.
Although depolarizations of 45 and 75 mV from a
resting potential (-70 mV) yield the same net ICa, the
resulting predicted distributions of [Ca +]i are radically
different (see Fig. 3). If the stoichiometry of [Ca++]i in
transmitter release is > 1, the predicted release is greater at
the smaller depolarizations where [Ca++]i is concentrated
in large peaks. The effects of differing stoichiometries for
[Ca++]i on release are shown in Fig. 4. The inverse
relationship between depolarization and local [Ca +]i dic-
tates a negative voltage modulation of the relationship
between ICa and release (Fig. 4 A). That is, for increasing
levels of depolarization there will be continuously decreas-
ing transmitter release per unit of calcium entry (Fig. 4 B).
However, all experimental results published to date indi-
cate that an increase of Ic. is always accompanied by an
increase in transmitter release (15, 17, 18, 22, 23) and a
positive voltage modulation of the release process is the
rule (18, 22).
In the model, conditions that accentuate the inverse
relation between depolarization and [Ca++] at the release
site increase the predicted negative voltage modulation of
release. Thus the presence of a mobile calcium buffer
reduces the possible overlap of calcium entering from
different channels and increases the apparent voltage
effects.
Conditions that deemphasize the inverse relation
between depolarization and [Ca++] at the release site in
the model reduce the negative voltage modulation of
release. If it is assumed that the area under the channels
(the peaks of the [Ca++]i) does not affect the release
process or if the channels are packed closer together,
increasing the overlap of Ca++, then the voltage modula-
tion is reduced. The magnitude of the negative voltage
modulation decreases as the channels are moved closer
until such a point that all of the channels are superim-
posed.
Functional Effects of Vesicular
Replacement Time
The predicted changes of [Ca++]; are restricted to within a
few hundred Angstroms of the channel. Since the vesicles
are 300-500 A in diameter, most channels will only have
one vesicle within the range of their calcium flux. Once the
vesicle near a given channel is released, then further
calcium entry through that particular channel cannot
affect release until another vesicle moves into the vacated
[Ca+ ]i compartment. This predicts a local refractory
period for transmitter release produced by the time for
replacing a vesicle that has been released, and suggests
that the time period for vesicular replacement could be an
important variable in synaptic release. Since such replace-
ment time has not, as yet, been determined, the period for
replacing vesicles that had been released at individual
release sites was varied from 105-10-' s, and the results
are shown in Fig. 5 for depolarizations of 35 mV (A), 65
FIGURE 4 The effect of varying the stoichiometry of cytosolic calcium ions to transmitter release on: (A) The predicted transmitter release
as a function of the presynaptic Ica, assuming that one (orange), two (green), three (blue), or four (pink) calcium ions are needed for each
vesicle. Arrows indicate the direction of the plot as the membrane is depolarized. (B) Predicted transmitter release per unit of calcium entry as
a function of the presynaptic depolarization from resting potential. The amplitude of both the transmitter release and the Ic, have been
normalized to their largest values. The presynaptic voltage was varied from zero to 120 mV depolarization from a resting potential of -70
mV.
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FIGURE 5 The effect of varying the time period for presynaptic vesicular replacement on the predicted postsynaptic response to an 8 ms
presynaptic depolarization of (A) 35 mV, (B) 65 mV, and (C) 95 mV from a resting potential of - 70 mV. The apparent depletion for a 30 mV
depolarization is greater than the depletion at 95 mV, although there has been a greater release of transmitter from the 95 mV depolarization.
(D) The predicted transmitter release is plotted as a function of the presynaptic ICa* As the Ic. is increased with increasing depolarization from
resting potential there is an apparent positive cooperativity between the ICa and transmitter release. The amplitude of both the transmitter
release and the Ic, have been normalized to their largest values. (E) The predicted release per unit of calcium entry is plotted as a function of
membrane depolarization from resting potential. Increasing the time delay for replacing a vesicle increases the apparent modulation of
transmitter release by the presynaptic voltage. The presynaptic voltage was varied from zero to 120 mV depolarization from a resting potential
of -70 mV.
mV (B), and 95 mV (C). Note that the effects of this
replacing time are particularly significant during small
depolarizations, where Ic, flows through a few channels.
Indeed, if all calcium entry were to occur through one
channel, then after the vesicle near that channel was
released, further release could not occur, regardless of
increases of [Ca" ]j, until the vesicle was replaced. On the
other hand, if the same magnitude ICa were to enter
through many channels then calcium could have access to
many more vesicles and thus greater transmitter release
would ensue. For large depolarizations where many more
calcium channels are open there are more vesicles available
for release and the effects of the local refractory period are
less noticeable. Thus increasing the duration of vesicular
replacement results in a voltage modulation of transmitter
release. Time periods greater than 100 ,us for vesicular
replenishment were needed to demonstrate a modulatory
effect of voltage on transmitter release that resembled the
voltage modulation of transmitter release that has been
previously reported in this preparation (Fig. 5 D). Periods
>3 ms were needed to replicate the time course of synaptic
depression (22, 41).
Nearest Neighbors Effect
Because the vesicles are larger (500 A) than the assumed
distance between calcium channels (380 A), it is possible
that a vesicle could be affected by the calcium entry from
more than one channel. This assumption does not affect
any of the previous results unless it is postulated that for a
vesicle to be released it must sense calcium entering
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simultaneously from more than one channel. If such a
possibility is incorporated into the model, then, as the
membrane is depolarized, the probability of a channel
opening increases as does the probability that two or more
neighboring channels will open under a given vesicle. In
such a case the ratio of transmitter release to calcium entry
increases with increasing depolarization and there is a
positive voltage modulation between ICa and transmitter
release. This is shown in Fig. 6 for release requiring that
vesicles must sense two, three, or four simultaneous neigh-
boring channel openings.
DISCUSSION
Modeling of calcium ion movements suggests that the
opening of calcium channels results in localized submem-
brane increases in [Ca++]j. These localized increases are
relatively unaffected by the presence of calcium regulatory
systems and reach a steady state very rapidly relative to the
open time of calcium channels, which is believed to be in
the millisecond time domain (29).
When the above findings are introduced into a general
model for transmitter release, four predictions emerge: (a)
There is, of necessity, an intimate relationship between the
locus of the calcium channels and the vesicular release
apparatus. Thus, as previously indicated, the precise site of
calcium influx is a significant parameter in the cell biologi-
cal role of calcium influx. (b) The modeling results are
most consistent with experimental findings when a linear
relationship between [Ca"]+1 and the rate of transmitter
release is assumed. (c) Vesicular depletion is linearly
related to the rate of transmitter release and the experi-
mentally observed nonlinear properties of depletion may be
FIGURE 6 The effect on predicted transmitter release assuming that the vesicle must sense the calcium entering from one, two, three, or four
channels that are open simultaneously. The release is plotted as a function of the presynaptic Ic. assuming that there is a (A) linear, (B)
second-, (C) third-, or (D) fourth-order stoichiometry for calcium in transmitter release. The amplitude of both the transmitter release and the
Ic have been normalized to their largest values.
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accounted for by the effects of transmembrane voltage on
the distribution of calcium entry. (d) The nonlinearity
between Ica and transmitter release can be explained as
due to either the voltage effects on vesicular replacement
time or the necessity that vesicular release be predicated on
the simultaneous sensing of calcium entry from more than
one channel.
The Site of Calcium Influx
The rather restricted spatial and temporal localization of
[Ca++]i during membrane depolarization implies that
transient increases in [Ca"+]i may be effective only imme-
diately adjacent to the site of entry. Since the vesicles are
located in significant numbers only in the vicinity of the
active zone, it has been previously concluded that their
localization is codetermined with that of the calcium
channels (32, 6). This is consistent with at least three sets
of data from the squid synapse. First, the delay between a
step increase in presynaptic Ica and a postsynaptic response
is under 200 ,us (15). This gives an upper limit to the total
time required for calcium to trigger transmitter release,
including vesicular fusion, diffusion of transmitter binding
to the postsynaptic receptors, and opening of the
postsynaptic channels (42).
Second, the delay between the rapid cessation of Ic. and
a decrease in the postsynaptic response is also under 200 ,us
(Llinas, Sugimori, and Simon, unpublished observations).
This indicates that neither free calcium nor calcium bound
to an intermediary in release remains elevated in the
terminal for much longer than 200,s. These results and
the prediction of the present model are at variance with the
"residual free calcium" hypothesis for synaptic facilitation
(17, 33, 43-46), which assumes that [Ca++]; may remain
elevated at the release site for hundreds of milliseconds.
Finally, when the presynaptic terminal is invaded by an
action potential, the calcium channels open during the
repolarization of the terminal, 0.5 ms after the opening of
the sodium channels (23). Although some calcium does
enter the terminal through the sodium channels (47-49),
the sodium conductance can be blocked with tetrodotoxin
without affecting either the latency or the magnitude of the
postsynaptic response evoked by a simulated presynaptic
spike (23). The fact that the calcium entering through the
sodium channels does not affect transmitter release sup-
ports the view that the changes of [Ca +]i that trigger
transmitter release are highly localized. Taken together,
these experimental observations indicate that the site of
calcium entry is important for determining its ultimate role
in transmitter release (42, 6, 22, 23).
The Model Indicates a Linear Relation
between [Ca]+ i and Transmitter Release
Most previous attempts to analyze the stoichiometry of
[Ca++]i to release have adopted a strategy similar to the
following:
n * [Ca+]i + Vesicles -- Release
([Ca+ + ] j)" [vesicles] * rate constant = Rate of Release
n . log ([Ca++]i) + Constant = log (Rate of Release).
The value of n has been evaluated by using changes of
[Ca++]o (43, 50) or ICa (17, 34) as approximations for
changes in [Ca++]1. In the squid giant synapse all reported
values for n range from one to two as determined by the
slope of transmitter release to Ica (15, 17, 18, 22, 23). More
recently a higher stoichiometry has been reported using
pipette delivery for [Ca++] (51). A slope greater than 1 on
the log-log plot was assumed to mean a stoichiometry
greater than one for calcium ions in the release process (17,
33). However, as the membrane is depolarized from rest,
and the macroscopic Ica increases, the microscopic flux per
channel decreases. As a consequence, our modeling pre-
dicts an approximately inverse relationship between ICa
and [Ca++ ]; and that a stoichiometry of Ca +` to release of
>1 should produce a slope of <1 on a plot of log (release)
as a function of log (Ica). Furthermore, the results of the
model indicate that if a stoichiometry >1 is assumed, a
voltage modulation of transmitter release that is opposite
to that actually observed is encountered.
While this linearity between [Ca++]j and transmitter
release may seem surprising a priori, given the widely
accepted view that transmitter release is a cooperative
phenomenon (17, 33, 43, 50), a linear relation is consistent
with several experimental results in this preparation. Thus,
if the stochiometry of [Ca++]i to release were >1, then a
shift of the resting free calcium level should shift the
observed stoichiometry between calcium influx and
release. For example, if the stoichiometry of [Ca++]i-
to-release were four and the resting free calcium were
increased, some of the binding sites for release would be
occupied and the observed stoichiometry of a subsequent
calcium influx-to-release should be decreased. In contrast,
reducing the resting free calcium ion level should increase
the stoichiometry up to the limit of four. When the resting
potential of presynaptic terminal of the squid stellate
ganglion is shifted in the depolarizing direction by an
outward direct current (dc) injection, there is a continuous
release of transmitter and a sustained presynaptic ICa (22,
52, 53), indicating a continuous increase of [Ca'+] in the
immediate submembranous compartment. However, there
is no effect on the stoichiometry of the relationship
between the Ica and transmitter release produced by a
subsequent short duration depolarizing test pulse (52).
This lack of change in the stoichiometry of release argues
strongly in favor of a linear relation between [Ca++]i and
release.
The increase of [Ca++]i also results in a substantial
facilitative increase in the amount of transmitter release by
the test pulse (51, 52), but the stoichiometry of the calcium
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influx to release remains linear. The gain of the relation is
increased as if the shift of the residual free calcium has a
multiplicative effect on release by a subsequent calcium
influx. This result is consistent with a model for which
facilitation is the result of an increase in the number of
vesicles available for release (41, 52, 53). The effect
increases in magnitude over hundreds of milliseconds and
lasts for hundreds of milliseconds after the resting [Ca++]i
is shifted (53). Thus we may conclude that the entry of
calcium ions has at least two effects on transmitter release:
a short term effect directly on release which is linearly
dependent on calcium and a slower, longer lasting effect on
the number of vesicles available for release at a given time
(52).
Most previous studies on the stoichiometry of [Ca++] to
release have been based on the effects of varying [Ca"+]0.
However, an increase of [Ca" ]. has at least two effects. It
both increases the calcium influx during a test pulse,
thereby increasing transmitter release, and increases the
small resting calcium influx, thereby facilitating the cal-
cium release by the test pulse. This would result in power
dependence >1 for release based on varying [Ca"+]., even
though the stochiometry of cytosolic calcium ions to release
may be linear.
We thus suggest that two important factors should be
considered when evaluating experimental results to deter-
mine the stoichiometry of the relation between cytosolic
calcium and release. First the nonlinearity of the relation-
ship between macroscopic ICa and the magnitude of
[Ca +]i. Second, if the [Cat+]i is changed other than with
short duration influxes of ICa then the results may be
complicated by secondary and tertiary effects of calcium
on the release apparatus.
The Issue of Calcium Concentration
vs. Release
Historically it has been assumed that vesicular release may
be implemented by calcium concentrations not too far from
the resting cytosolic [Ca++]i levels. There is good evidence
from the direct determination for the [Ca + 1] required for
release at either adrenal medullary cells or sea urchin eggs
(55-56), that [Ca +]i in the order of micromoles is already
capable of triggering release. Our modeling results suggest
that at the presynaptic active zone, concentrations one to
two orders of magnitude higher are attained during
release. While this result could be viewed as paradoxical,
by allowing [Ca+ ]i to increase quite rapidly and over a
very wide range, at a specific site, the release mechanism
may be triggered into action much faster than it would
otherwise. This would be in agreement with the work on
adrenal medullary cells or sea urchin eggs (55-56) where
the speed of release is directly related to [CaI+i]. The
above assumption is also in keeping with a close to first-
order relationship between [Ca]+i and transmitter release
observed at physiological [Ca"+]10 and suggests that the
secretory process may take place within a range of [Ca++]
from tens to hundreds of micromoles at the active zone.
Possible Explanations for the
Nonlinear Relationship between
ICa and Transmitter Release
The morphological organization of the active zone suggests
two explanations for the increased rate of transmitter
release with increasing calcium influx. First, because the
consequences of vesicular replacement time are more
obvious at smaller than at larger depolarizations (Fig. 5),
this difference results in a larger release of transmitter by a
given ICa at larger depolarization. Thus, the positive volt-
age modulation in the relation between the presynaptic ICa
and the rate of transmitter release (Fig. 5 D) and an
apparent positive cooperativity between Ica and the rate of
transmitter release (Fig. 5 E) can be viewed as due to the
different distribution of open calcium channels at the two
depolarizing levels in agreement with the nonlinear effect
of voltage on depletion previously suggested in this prepa-
ration (4 1). Second, it is possible that release requires more
than one channel to be simultaneously open in the immedi-
ate vicinity of a vesicle. This assumption produces a
positive voltage modulation (Fig. 6 A) and apparent posi-
tive cooperativity between ICa and release.
Although they need not be mutually exclusive, the two
explanations for the nonlinear relation between Ic, and
release suggested by the model can be experimentally
distinguished by their predicted time courses. The deple-
tion model predicts that the time dependence for the onset
of the voltage modulation and the time course of depletion
are related. If the ICa is short relative to the refractory
period for vesicle replacement, then the depletion phenom-
ena will not fully develop. The modulation will increase
with pulse duration and stabilize with a time course close to
that of the refractory period (i.e., >3 ms). By contrast the
onset of the nearest neighbor effect will parallel the time
course for the onset of Ica during a pulse (i.e., <2 ms).
We have assumed that a time lag for the transport of
new vesicles to the subsynaptic membrane will generate
this refractory period. This assumption fits well in the
development of our modeling results relating to the distri-
bution of the changes of submembrane calcium concentra-
tion. However, the model does not depend on this particu-
lar mechanism. The delays could be introduced by other
events such as a time delay at a release site or at some other
step in the release mechanism.
CONCLUSIONS
Transient changes of submembranous [Ca++]i regulate
many cellular phenomena. Different studies have exam-
ined the rate of secretion, synaptic depletion or facilitation
as a function of either changes in [Ca"+], changes of the
transmembrane Ic or average changes of [Ca"]+1 (as
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measured by dyes or ion-selective electrodes). These have
produced complex relationships and complex models.
The present model of calcium influx through discrete
channels predicts that (a) the resulting cytosolic increases
of [Ca++I] are highly localized spatially and temporally,
and (b) there is a nonlinear relationship between the
macroscopic Ica and magnitude of the submembrane
[Ca++]i. As the membrane potential is depolarized, the
macroscopic Ic [ increases as calcium channels open but the
microscopic current through individual channels and the
submembrane [Ca++]i decrease due to a decrease in the
electrochemical driving force for calcium.
Concerning transmitter release, the following are sug-
gested by our modeling: (a) The time course and magni-
tude of transmitter release are linearly dependent on the
highly localized changes in [Ca"+] . (b) Voltage effects on
the distribution of calcium influx may underlie the experi-
mentally observed properties of transmitter depletion.
(c) The experimentally described nonlinearities between
calcium entry and postsynaptic response can be accounted
for either by the nonlinearities of depletion or by assuming
that a vesicle must be exposed to calcium entry from more
than one channel.
Thus, many of the apparent nonlinear properties of
transmitter release may be the result of the manner in
which the results have been examined. A model that
accounts for the effects of membrane depolarization on the
distribution of the calcium influx can predict these nonli-
nearities. Therefore, application of the predicted [Ca++];
to synaptic physiology affords a clarification of our theo-
ries of calcium function. Assuming that ICa enters in a
discrete manner, the compartmentalization of calcium
entry is most probably a general principle for all calcium-
dependent cellular functions. Together with the evidence
that calcium channels may be aggregrated into patches
(6), it suggests that the site of calcium entry is one of the
significant parameters that determine its ultimate biologi-
cal role. Future research on the role of calcium in cellular
function should thus take into account present knowledge
regarding the microscopic submembrane changes of
[Ca++]i rather than only extracellular [Ca++]o changes,
macroscopic Ic, or macroscopic [Ca"+]i changes.
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